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lisT of abbreviaTions

bd. Base diameter
Bd. abg. (g) Boden abgeschnitten (nachgeglättet) = base 

cut off (smoothed)
Bd. gef. Boden auf Scheibe geformt = base formed on 

wheel
Bd. gesp. Boden abgespatelt = base trimmed
Bd. gesp. g. Boden abgespatelt (nachgeglättet) = base 

trimmed and smoothed
Bd. H  Boden handgemacht = base hand formed
Bd. M Boden in Model geformt = base formed in mould
Bd. W base cut from rotating wheel – concentric 

turning marks
Bd. W+H Boden scheibengedreht und handgemacht = 

combination of base turned and hand made
BH band handle
Bnl ... JH Brookhaven national laboratories, sample no, 

Project Joan Huntoon, columbia University
BP braun poliert = brown burnished
BPI braun poliert, weiß inkrustiert = brown bur-

nished, white incrustations
B/W Black & White
ca  circa
cf. confer
cm centimetres
dm  diameter
dM% preserved portion of the vessel (rim or base) 

(diameter percent)
e.g. for example
F Farbbad = slip
f. fein = fine
f. – s.f. fein bis sehr fein = fine to very fine
f. – m. fein bis mittel = fine to medium
Fig. Figure
frag. fragment
frags fragments
H. Height
H1 overall height of a vessel
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H2 height from base to max.d.
H4 height of foot of vessel
Ha1 handgemacht = completely hand made
Ha2  handgemacht, Mündung nachgedreht = body 

hand made, rim turned on device
hemisph. hemispherical
JE Journal d’entrée number of the Museum in 

cairo
KhM Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna
(KhM a) Kept in Vienna in the archaeological collection 

of the “Ägyptisch-Orientalische Sammlung des 
Kunsthistorischen Museums – Archäologische 
Sammlung”

Konv-no Konvolute number
l locus
[M00] Mauer = wall
max. maximum
max.d. maximum diameter
MBa Middle Bronze age
(Mc) Kept in cairo Museum, not accessible
m/NN metre of relative Sea level = 0.09 m above 

the measurement of the egyptian irrigation 
department

m/e metre counted from the eastern edge of the 
square

m/n metre counted from the northern edge of the 
square

m/S metre counted from the southern edge of the 
square

m/W metre counted from the western edge of the 
square

mi mittelfein = medium fine
mi medium atmosphere in kiln (between oxydis-

ing und reducing)
MK Middle Kingdom
m. – r. mittel bis roh = medium to rough
nd neck diameter
no  number

nos numbers
n.r. no record
ox oxydising atmosphere in kiln
pl. planum (documented und numbered situa-

tions of the excavation by square)
r. roh = rough
re reducing atmosphere in kiln
reg.no register number
reg.nos register numbers
rel.  relative
rd.  rim diameter
RF rotes Farbbad = red slip
RP rot poliert = red burnished
RBBI rot poliert, bichrome Bemalung = red bur-

nished, bichrome paint
RST Rundstabhenkel = round handle
s. f. sehr fein = very fine
sherd-no sherd number
SP schwarz poliert = black burnished
SPB shaping process base
SPc shaping process comment
SPI schwarz poliert, inkrustiert = black burnished 

with white incrustations
SPP shaping process primary
SPr shaping process rim
str. stratum
taf. tafel
(td) kept at tell el-dabca
TG tongrundig = uncoated
Vi  vessel index
W1 langsam drehende Töpferscheibe = turning 

device
W2 schnell drehende Töpferscheibe = potter’s 

wheel turned by a helper (constant rotary ki-
netic energy)

wd. wall diameter
WF Weißes Farbbad = white slip
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Fig. 1.1 Photo of one of the tombs as the ground wa-
ter breaks through, photo taken by P. French  
1968.

Fig. 1.2 Schematic plan of Area A/II in Phase G/2–1, 
adapted from M. Bietak, 2010, Fig. 14.

Fig. 1.3 Schematic plan of numbering sections in area 
a/ii, western half.

Fig. 1.4 relative chronological chart showing which 
phases are treated in this report, after © M. 
Bietak, 2011.

Fig. 1.5 the meter sticks and measuring devices used.

Fig. 2.1 Schematic plan of compound 10. adapted 
from M. Bietak, td V, plan 2 and archival re-
cords, execution of graphics n. Math.

Fig. 2.2 Western section of a/ii-k/11 for an impression 
of the nature of the site, negative SW1074/50.

Fig. 2.3 Western section of a/ii-k/11, B/W negative no 
SW1074/52.

Fig. 2.4 Pottery from a/ii-k/11, pl. 5 without konvo-
lute no, negative no SW1081/63.

Fig. 2.5 Pottery from a/ii-k/11, pl. 5 without konvo-
lute no, negative no SW1081/55.

Fig. 2.6 Pottery from a/ii-k/11, pl. 5 without konvo-
lute no, negative no SW1081/61.

Fig. 2.7 Pottery from a/ii-k/11, pl. 5 without konvo-
lute no, negative no SW1081/57.

Fig. 2.8 Pottery from a/ii-k/11, pl. 5 without konvo-
lute no, negative no SW1081/59. the object 
on the top right seems to be another limestone 
mould for tools similar to reg.no 4588.

Fig. 2.9 Pottery from a/ii-k/11, pl. 5 without konvo-
lute no, negative no SW1098/14.

Fig. 2.10 A/II-k/12, pl. 6, view towards the NW corner; 
B/W negative no SW1177/12–13.

Fig. 2.11 a/ii-k/12, pl. 6, view towards west in room  
L [118], B/W negative no SW1177/6–7.

Fig. 2.12 a/ii-k/12, pl. 6, view of tomb 2 in nW corner 
from above, B/W negative no SW1177/10–11.

Fig. 2.13 limestone statuette of baboon, reg.no 1977.
Fig. 2.14 Greenish schist or silt stone palette, reg.no 

1871, scale 1:2.
Fig. 2.15 Greenish schist or siltstone palette, reg.no 

1871, negative no SW 1149/3–3A.

Fig. 2.16 Original konvolute card of K34, scale approx. 
1:2.

Fig. 2.17 archive photo of K34, B/W negative SW 
1177/38–39.

Fig. 2.18 colour slide of silo l [118a] with vessel base 
(see the arrow), td1053.

Fig. 2.19 Pottery from K2294 – L [118a].
Fig. 2.20 Selected sherds from K3773.
Fig. 2.21 reg.no 4111, hemispherical cup from Phase F 

(?), scale 1:3.
Fig. 2.22 Bone awls, reg.nos 1702 a and b.
Fig. 2.23 Bone awls, reg.nos 1702 a and b, photo by B. 

Bader, courtesy of KhM.
Fig. 2.24 reg.no 1608, tell el-Yahudieh juglet, intru-

sive, photo by B. Bader, courtesy of KhM.
Fig. 2.25 reg.no 1608, tell el-Yahudieh juglet, S/BPi, 

scale 1:2.
Fig. 2.26 limestone mould, reg.no 4588, scale 1:2.
Fig. 2.27 Photo of limestone mould, SW2103 1–2.
Fig. 2.28 reg.no 1118, neck of red burnished juglet. 

note the regular edge of the break at the bot-
tom of neck, photo by B. Bader, courtesy of 
KhM.

Fig. 2.29 reg.no 1118, red burnished juglet neck, scale 
1:1.

Fig. 3.1 Plan of the house after M. Bietak, td V, plan 
2 and archival records, graphic execution n. 
Math.

Fig. 3.2 Overview of square A/II-m-l/10 and the ex-
cavation towards south-west. Most prominent 
feature is Mortuary temple i in the right half 
of the photo, SW1096/40.

Fig. 3.3 A/II-l/10, pl. 3–4 with later Temple I still 
standing, view towards north, SW1076/18.

Fig. 3.4 a/ii-l/10 with later temple still standing, pl. 
3–4, SW1076/22.

Fig. 3.5 Schematic plan of l [102, 104 and 105]. 
adapted from M. Bietak, td V, plan 2 and ar-
chival records, graphic execution by n. Math.

Fig. 3.6 locus [104c], space with limestone column 
base view towards south-east, SW1078/8–9.

Fig. 3.7 reconstruction of northern part of compound 
11 by B. Bader, graphic execution by n. Math.
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Fig. 3.8 Stone and Pottery from l [104a], l [104b] and 
l [104c].

Fig. 3.9 Stone and Pottery from l [104a], l [104b] and 
l [104c], photos a) SW1106/52, b) SW1104/48, 
c) SW1126/68, d) SW1130/27–28*, e) SW1126 
/32, f) SW1126/74, g) SW1126/28, h) SW1100 
/41–42.

Fig. 3.10 Juglet reg.no 1210, in find position, 
SW1079/31–32.

Fig. 3.11 Konvolute K39, reg.no 1413 (a), SW1126/68.
Fig. 3.12 Konvolute card K39, position close to reg.no 

1210 and 1413, scale 1:2.
Fig. 3.13 K39, back of konvolute card, scale 1:2.
Fig. 3.14 Konvolute K41, reg.no 1419, scale 1:2.
Fig. 3.15 Pottery from l [104b], l [104c] and l [105a].
Fig. 3.16 Pottery from l [104b], l [104c] and l [105a], 

photos a) SW1126/22, b) SW1087/57, c) 
SW1087/57–58, d) SW1126/70, e) SW1126/26, 
f) SW1112/67–70.

Fig. 3.17 reg.no 1420, amphora handle, photo by B. 
Bader, courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 3.18 Konvolute K42, archive photo SW1093/21.
Fig. 3.19 Original konvolute card K42, scale 1:2.
Fig. 3.20 Konvolute K41, back of original card but dif-

ferent find spot, scale 1:2, SW1081/71–72.
Fig. 3.21 Plan drawing of the oven (all phases com-

bined), tdplan 1642 drawn by H.c.S, scale 
1:75.

Fig. 3.22 Pottery from l [316], konvolute K3817.
Fig. 3.23 Pottery from l [313], konvolute K3772.
Fig. 3.24 Pottery from l [317b], konvolute K3768.
Fig. 3.25 Oven l [311] in a/ii-l/10, pl. 5 view towards 

north, tdcolour 2390.
Fig. 3.26 Oven l [311] in a/ii-l/10, pl. 5 view towards 

north-east, tdcolour 2389.
Fig. 3.27 West-east section through the oven l [311], 

combined with front view, scale 1:20, tdplan 
no 1641. drawing by J. dorner, graphics by  
B. Bader.

Fig. 3.28 Schematic drawing of ovens and relation to 
neighbouring walls. Based on tdplans no 77 
and 83 drawn by H. Swozilek, H.c.S. and J.e, 
graphic execution by n. Math.

Fig. 3.29 reg.no 6449, restricted vessel with undulating 
body from l [311], drawing by B. Bader, photo 
by a. Krause.

Fig. 3.30 Schematic plan of square A/II-l/11, after M. 
Bietak, td V, plan 2 and archival records, 
graphic execution n. Math.

Fig. 3.31 Western section of square A/II-l/11 (A56), 
drawn by H. Singer (†), © M. Bietak.

Fig. 3.32 drawings of reg.no 430 and 431.
Fig. 3.33 Photos of reg.nos 430 and 431, photos by B. 

Bader, courtesy of KhM.
Fig. 3.34 A/II-m/10, pl. 6, 1968. View of square towards 

north-east, Silos of compound 14a in fore-
ground B/W negative SW1076/4.

Fig. 3.35 a/ii-m/10, pl. 6, SW1098/62 and 64 view 
towards the older ovens (north-west). in the 
foreground the access alley towards the en-
trance to compound 11.

Fig. 3.36 Schematic plan of A/II-m/11 with finds, adapt-
ed from M. Bietak, td V, plan 2 and archival 
records, graphic execution n. Math.

Fig. 3.37 A/II-m/10–11, pl. 6 after the removal of the 
western and eastern baulks (cairo archive).

Fig. 3.38 reg.no 833, fragments of large tell el-Yahudieh 
jug, in find position close to the south-western 
wall (foot end) of tomb a/ii-m/11-6, colour 
slide td2428.

Fig. 3.39 Reg.no 883a–c, fragments of large Tell el-
Yahudieh jug, below tomb a/ii-m/11-6, colour 
slide td2429.

Fig. 3.40 Southern section of a/ii-m/11 (a36), drawn 
by H. Singer (†). © M. Bietak.

Fig. 3.41 Pottery from l [107], l [108], l [109] and  
l [155].

Fig. 3.42 Parts of the large tell el-Yahudieh jug in Vi-
enna reg.no 1734, KhM and its reconstruction 
(courtesy of KhM).

Fig. 4.1 Schematic plan of court yards and spaces be-
tween compounds 10 and 11. adapted from 
M. Bietak, td V, plan 2 and archival records, 
graphic execution n. Math.

Fig. 4.2 northern Section of a/ii-l/11 (a7), adapted 
from M. Bietak, MDAIK 23, fig. 5.

Fig. 4.3. a)  colour slide td941, view towards south to 
tomb a/ii-l/12-no 4 inside the baulk. On the 
left wall [M7b]. b) colour slide td937 show-
ing burial a/ii-l/12-no 4 as found.

Fig. 4.4 Sketch of position of tomb 4 in relation to 
walls [M7a] by M. Bietak digitised by B. 
Bader, before removal of baulk. the dark grey 
depositions consist of ash.

Fig. 4.5 eastern part of the northern section containing 
tomb 4, a/ii-m/12 (a12), drawn by H. Singer (†),  
© M. Bietak.
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Fig. 4.6 tomb a/ii-l/12-4, with grave goods and recon-
structed tomb pit, after M. Bietak, TD V, fig. 
10–11.

Fig. 4.7 View of a/ii-m/12 towards the western baulk 
with the later tomb a/ii-m/12-9 in the fore-
ground. On the left side wall [M30] the south-
ern wall of compound 11 in several phases, 
SW1077/29.

Fig. 4.8 animal bones in situ, along wall [M7a],  
a/ii-m/12, pl. 5. SW1069/61.

Fig. 4.9 animal bones in situ, along wall [M7a],  
a/ii-m/12, pl. 5. SW1069/51.

Fig. 4.10 Pavement of pot sherds l [113], detail in  
a/ii-m/12, SW1069/57.

Fig. 4.11 Pavement of pot sherds l [113], detail in  
a/ii-m/12, SW1069/59.

Fig. 4.12 Pavement of pot sherds l [113], detail in  
a/ii-m/12, tdplan no 199, scale 1:20, draw-
ing by K. Hegedüs.

Fig. 4.13 Feature paved with sherds l [113a], detail of 
a/ii-m/12, pl. 5, SW1060/11.

Fig. 4.14 Original record of K88, scale approx. 1:2.
Fig. 4.15 Photo of the pottery, K88, SW1098/30.
Fig. 4.16 Original record of konvolute K89, pottery not 

available for re-study, scale approx. 1:2.
Fig. 4.17 Schematic plan of court yard l [156]. adapted 

from M. Bietak, td V, plan 2 and archival re-
cords, graphic execution n. Math.

Fig. 4.18 detailed drawing of tomb 5 l [157], cutting 
into a deep ash layer, after M. Bietak, td V, 
Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.19 a) a/ii-n/11, eastern section: massive ashy layer 
on the left side of the photo. the earlier walls 
of Phase G/4 are not yet visible, SW1096/27–2,  
b) a/ii-n/12, western section, SW1096/22.

Fig. 4.20 Square A/II-n/12, pl. 5, wall [G/3-M51] with 
buttresses/pilasters in bond, view from Se 
(left), and NW (right), SW1154/15–17.

Fig. 4.21 Stone tripod and pottery hemispherical cups.
Fig. 4.22 Photos of stone vessel and ceramic hemispheri-

cal cups, photos by B. Bader, courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 5.1 Plan of the remains of Phase H, compiled by 
B. Bader, execution of graphics n. Math.

Fig. 5.2 a/ii-l/11, pl. 4, View towards north-west, 
SW1027/59–60.

Fig. 5.3 reg.no 446, Base of Marl c1 footed bowl, 
drawn and photographed by B. Bader, courtesy 
of KhM.

Fig. 5.4 architecture of Phase H or G/4, compiled by 
B. Bader, execution of graphics n. Math.

Fig. 5.5 Plan of architecture of Phase G/4, compiled by 
B. Bader, execution of graphics n. Math.

Fig. 5.6 View of a/ii-l/11, pl. 4 towards the east, 
SW1027/55–56.

Fig. 5.7 View of a/ii-l/12, pl. 4 towards north-west, 
SW1029/54.

Fig. 5.8 reg.no 444, hemispherical cup, drawn and 
photographed by B. Bader, courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 5.9 the architecture of Phase G/3, compiled by B. 
Bader, execution of graphics n. Math.

Fig. 5.10 a/ii-m/10, pl. 6, colour slide td917, the two 
ovens [G/3-M19] and [G/3-M20] enclosed by 
sand brick installations.

Fig. 6.1 Plan of compound 12. adapted from M. Bietak, 
td V, plan 2 and archival records, graphic ex-
ecution n. Math.

Fig. 6.2 Square A/II-m/12–13 view towards south-west 
after removal of baulk between a/ii-m/12 and 
A/II-m/13, SW1097/33–34.

Fig. 6.3 A/II-m/12–13, settlement layer Phase G/2–1, 
view towards north-east, tomb 13=12 cutting 
into silo is a later intrusion, tomb 8 on the east-
ern edge of the silo has already been removed, 
colour slide (cairo archive) for locus numbers 
see Fig. 6.2.

Fig. 6.4 eastern section of a/ii-m/12 with silo l [132] 
and the pit of tomb A/II-m/12–13 cutting it, 
SW1077/19.

Fig. 6.5 eastern baulk of a/ii-m/12, (archive cairo) 
down to a level of ca 4.80 m/nn, to the right 
just south of the door opening the ash pit  
L [136a]; close to the metre stick the silo from 
Fig. 6.4.

Fig. 6.6 reg.nos 904, 905 and 1967.
Fig. 6.7 Photos of reg.nos 904, 905 and 1967, photos 

by B. Bader, courtesy of KhM.
Fig. 6.8 View of Room 1 = L [129] from north-east 

(slide cairo archive).
Fig. 6.9 Fire place l [125] just appearing and l [123], 

view towards north-east SW1054/51.
Fig. 6.10 View of the finds leaning against feature L [123], 

bones on top of feature, SW1054/59.
Fig. 6.11 a/ii-m/13, northern section with walls [M47] 

and [M74] running into each other; finely 
stratified layers from walking ‘floors’ (Cairo 
archive).
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Fig. 6.12 a/ii-m/13, eastern section with walls [M74] 
and [M73], the wall in front of [M73] belongs 
to Phase F; finely stratified layers from walk-
ing ‘floors’ well visible (Cairo Archive).

Fig. 6.13 a/ii-m/13, western section, with l [123], l 
[125], l [134] and [M74] (cairo archive).

Fig. 6.14 Southern section of a/ii-m/13 (a34), inked by 
H. Singer, © M. Bietak.

Fig. 6.15 Reg.no 954, part of animal figurine, ZN 1/68, 
scale 1:1.

Fig. 6.16 Reg.no 954, part of animal figurine, SW1088/33; 
reg.no 955a–c, chipped stone tools, SW1085/28.

Fig. 6.17 Reg.no 1104, broken faience bead, SW1085/34; 
reg.no 1105, conical object of faience, 
SW1085/38.

Fig. 6.18 detail plan of l [123], after M. Bietak, td V, 
fig. 6.

Fig. 6.19 drawings of reg.nos 929 and 930.
Fig. 6.20 reg.no 929, small jar, SW1109/21, reg.no 930, 

small jar, SW1109/23.
Fig. 6.21 Reg.no 970, faience ‘bracelet’, scale 1:2.
Fig. 6.22 Reg.no 970, SW1088/55; reg.no 1101, ‘ala-

baster vessel’, SW1085/28, Find situation in  
a/ii-m/13, pl. 7, space l [129], walls [M73] 
with later Phase F wall in foreground, and 
finds, SW1072/69–70.

Fig. 6.23 reg.nos 1969a (Zn 9/69), 1703, 1102 and 
1103, scale 1:1 and 1:2.

Fig. 6.24 reg.no 1703, bead, reg.no 1102, object from 
siltstone, reg.no 1103, pommel of dagger, 
SW1109/65, SW1103/3, SW1085/32; avail-
able objects drawn and photographed by  
B. Bader, courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 6.25 Konvolute card K93 front and back, scale 1:2.
Fig. 6.26 a/ii-n/12, pl. 4, view to north with wall [M51] 

just appearing in the fore ground, SW1093/7. 
Silo and finds as well as corners of walls com-
ing out of eastern baulk (on the right side of 
photo) are later than Phase G/2–1. The screen 
wall [M53] is very faintly visible southwest 
(below on the photo) of the metre stick.

Fig. 6.27 a/ii-n/12, pl. 5, view to north, in the middle 
of the photo wall [M51], with [M50] run-
ning north and to the left the alleyway, bond-
ing of wall [M51] into [M52] is well visible, 
SW1094/71.

Fig. 6.28 A/II-n/12, pl. 5, view towards south; Quern 
stone on pedestal along wall [M50] in the mid-
dle of the picture; The lid of the sarcophagus 
starts to appear as well as a curved wall to the 

west that already belongs to the phase below. 
the screen wall [M53] is not visible anymore 
here. The ashy floors of the rooms/spaces are 
also obvious, SW1095/8.

Fig. 6.29 tomb a/ii-n/12-no 4, after M. Bietak, td V 
33–34 with new drawing of 1699.

Fig. 6.30 contents of the tomb, reg.nos 1698, 1699, 
photos by B. Bader, courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 6.31  A/II-n/12, pl. 5–6. a) The limestone sarcopha-
gus cutting into the earlier walls of pl. 6, floor 
level not yet reached, SW1097/36. b) the 
limestone sarcophagus cutting into the earlier 
walls of pl. 6, top exposed with lid still in situ, 
note the pit from the surface in the foreground 
(cf. konvolute 177 back of card), SW1097/44.  
c) Sarcophagus with part of lid still in situ, 
skeleton of young woman visible, SW 1096/16.  
d) View into the case of the sarcophagus, 
rough chisel work of preparation of coffin vis-
ible, SW1096/18.

Fig. 6.32 Reg.no 1464, pendant of mother and pearl; 
reg.no 1700, bone awl, scale 1:2, redrawn by 
B. Bader.

Fig. 6.33 Reg.no 1464, pendant of mother and pearl; 
reg.no 1700, bone awl, photos by B. Bader, 
courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 6.34 Konvolute card K176, photo SW1098/42.
Fig. 6.35 Konvolute card K177, photo SW1098/44.
Fig. 6.36 Konvolute card K177, photo SW1044/20.
Fig. 6.37 a/ii-o/12. a) View towards east, SW1165/44. 

b) View towards north, a/ii-o/12 with northern 
section, SW1171/6.

Fig. 6.38 a/ii-o/12, pl. 7, view towards south, southern 
section, SW1176/8. The section shows finely 
layered depositions in south eastern corner 
(left corner of photo), where the alleyway  
l [151] is recorded. On the right side of the 
photo the walls of Phase G/3 and G/4.

Fig. 6.39 a/ii-n/13, pl. 6, detail l [142b] (tdplan 311), 
scale 1:10. drawing by K. Hegedüs.

Fig. 6.40 a/ii-n/13, detail drawings of l [145] and 
l [146], tdplan no (311). drawings by K. 
Hegedüs.

Fig. 6.41 a/ii-n/13, pl 6. a) Overview facing north, 
SW1097/46. b) View towards south: l [135] 
brick platform, l [142] pit and pottery, part of 
l [145a] brick platform, SW1097/52.

Fig. 6.42 detailed plan of tomb 11 (tdplan 314). a) Sit-
uation 1, b) Situation 2, scale 1:20. drawing 
by H. adler.

Fig. 6.43 a/ii-n/13. a) northern section, with corner 
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of building [M67/M68] and the earlier [G/3-
M36/G/3-M35] below it, SW1108/28. b) West-
ern section, SW1108/35.

Fig. 6.44 Pottery from pottery deposit l [142b] in a/ii-n/13, 
pl. 6.

Fig. 6.45 a–b)  Reg.no 1706, lid of koHl pot. c–e) Reg.no 
1733, hemispherical cup. f–g) Reg.no 1739, 
dipper juglet. h–i) Reg.no 1738, red/brown 
polished large bi-conical jug. j) reg.no 1740d, 
amphora sherd with combed exterior and pre-
firing incised mark. All objects are housed in 
the KhM, photos taken by B. Bader, courtesy 
of KhM.

Fig. 6.46 Original recording of konvolute K202, scale 
1:2.

Fig. 6.47 Finds from l [142b] and close to it reg.nos 
1705, 1708, drawn by B. Bader, courtesy of 
KhM.

Fig. 6.48 Finds from close to l [142b1], reg.no 1737 
drawn and photographed by B. Bader, courtesy 
of KhM.

Fig. 6.49 reg.no 1707 silex knife from wall [M68], 
drawn and photographed by B. Bader, courtesy 
of KhM.

Fig. 6.50 Konvolute card K201, Marl c storage jar rim 
from l [146], scale approx. 1:2.

Fig. 6.51 Detail from TDplan no 364 with the square 
brick structure L [149a] in the first and second 
cleaning. top of the page is north, scale 1:33, 
inked by B. Bader.

Fig. 6.52 a/ii-o/13, pl. 6, view towards the south, cairo 
archive.

Fig. 6.53 aii-o/13, pl. 5. a) northern section, to the left 
of still standing later wall (Phase E/3) sequence 
of finely stratified depositions from courtyard. 
b) western section with work stairs in left half 
of photo; and later E/3 wall in the right part, 
both cairo archive.

Fig. 6.54 Pommel of dagger, reg.no 2481, limestone. a) 
drawing, scale 1:1. b) SW1190/34–36.

Fig. 7.1 Schematic plan of compound 13. adapted 
from M. Bietak, tdV, plan 2 and archival re-
cords, graphic execution n. Math.

Fig. 7.2 a/ii-o/12, pl. 6, view towards east, SW1165/44.
Fig. 7.3 a/ii-o/12, northern section, note the later tomb 

cutting into the settlement on the left side of 
the photograph, the alleyway l [151] delim-
ited by walls [M51a] and [M56] runs into the 
northern section, colour slide td2518.

Fig. 7.4 a/ii-o/12, western section, note the later tomb 
cutting into the settlement, the wall in the fore-
ground is wall [M47a/M51a] (cairo archive).

Fig. 7.5 reg.no 2476, cosmetic palette, SW1187/11.

Fig. 8.1 Schematic plan of compounds 14a and b. 
adapted from M. Bietak, td V, plan 2 and ar-
chival records, graphic execution by n. Math.

Fig. 8.2 compound 14a. adapted from M. Bietak, td 
V, plan 2 and archival records, graphic execu-
tion n. Math.

Fig. 8.3 a/ii-m/10, pl. 6, view towards north with ashy 
floor layers, silo L [159] is on the left side of 
the photo, while [M26] limits the entrance to 
the southern part of the compound on the right 
side of the photo, SW1076/10.

Fig. 8.4 A/II-m/10, pl. 6, view of square towards 
north east, for locus numbers see plan above, 
SW1076/14.

Fig. 8.5. a)  Reg.no 1854b, lid/potter’s wheel made from 
greenish stone, l [161], b) reg.no 1854a, mor-
tar made from limestone, l [161] Zn 165/68, 
c) reg.no 833, pierced stone, drawing 139/67.

Fig. 8.6 reg.no 1854a, lime stone mortar, a) SW1547/26, 
b) SW1547/32, c) SW1547/27, d) SW1547/28.

Fig. 8.7 a)  reg.no 769, re-used base of amphora, scale 1:3, 
reg.no 773 piriform juglet, scale 1:2, b) reg.no 
834, globular juglet, scale 1:2, c) reg.no 831 
bovine (?) tell el-Yahudieh juglet, scale 1:1, d) 
reg.no 832, pedestal of a statuette, scale 1:1.

Fig. 8.8 a)  reg.no 831, bovine (?) tell el-Yahudieh jug-
let SW1053/14, b) reg.no 832, statuette base, 
view from top SW1053/11, inscriptions on the 
sides SW1049/75, SW1053/9.

Fig. 8.9 a/ii-n/10, pl. 5, a) view towards north, 
SW1165/40, b) northern section with walls 
running into it, SW1172/4, c) a/ii-n/10, west-
ern section with all the walls and the later fea-
tures cutting into the top of the late Middle 
Kingdom settlement layers, SW1167/71.

Fig. 8.10 Finds from a/ii-n/10. a) reg.no 2390, small jar, 
b) reg.no 2395, painted juglet, c) reg.no 2392, 
siltstone palette, drawn by B. Bader.

Fig. 8.11 Finds from a/ii-n/10. a) reg.no 2390, small 
jar, b) reg.no 2392, siltstone palette, c) reg.no 
2395, painted juglet. Photos taken by B. Bader, 
courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 8.12 Schematic plan of compound 14b. adapted 
from M. Bietak, td V, plan 2 and archival re-
cords, graphic execution by n. Math.
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Fig. 8.13 reg.no 2389, faience object, photos by B. Bader, 
courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 8.14 a)  reg.no 2396b, stone weight, from top 
SW1187/17, b) the side view SW1187/19.

Fig. 8.15 a)  reg.no 2394, pre-historic palette l [164], b) 
reg.no 2391, small jar, on top of wall [M42].

Fig. 8.16 a)  reg.no 2394, pre-historic palette l [164], 
SW1190/46, b) 2394 in situ, SW1165/52. c–d) 
reg.no 2391, small jar, on top of wall [M42], 
photos by B. Bader, courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 8.17 a/ii-n/10, pl 4. a) View towards south-east, 
SW1183/61, b) view towards north, SW1183/59. 
Both represent a later stage with installations 
of the following Phase F, although the lay-
out is very similar to Phase G/3–1 (cf. Bietak 
1991, plan 3).

Fig. 8.18 Square A/II-n/11 in pl. 4, SW1095/14.
Fig. 8.19 detail of imported transport amphora reg.no 

2497n with the base of a stand reg.no 2497O 
within it, tdplan 280, inked by B. Bader.

Fig. 8.20 a/ii-n/11. a) detail with the silos, [M43], 
the oven and the treepit, not yet removed, 
SW1095/16, b) northern section, SW1114/5, 
c) western “section” (work stairs) with am-
phora, SW1114/11, d) southern section with 
wall [M8] in the left part of the photo, and the 
wall of the silo on the right, the other walls 
are obscured by the dampness of the earth, 
SW1153/34a.

Fig. 8.21 a)  reg.no 1809, vessel with spout, b) reg.no 
2497n, transport amphora, c) reg.no 1810, 
tell el-Yahudieh sherd.

Fig. 8.22 a)  reg.no 1809, SW1146/15a, b) reg.no 1810, 
tell el-Yahudieh sherd, SW1146/16a, c) kon-
volute K151, SW1152/15–16.

Fig. 8.23 Original record of konvolute K151, which was 
no longer available, scale approx. 1:2.

Fig. 8.24 a)  reg.no 2497O, footed bowl, b) reg.no 1580, 
warped small dish, c) reg.no 1421, red bur-
nished juglet, Zn 86/68.

Fig. 9.1 Schematic plan of Phase H, H–G/4 and G/4, 
compiled by B. Bader, graphic execution n. 
Math.

Fig. 9.2 Archival photos of square A/II-n/11, pl. 5 
(SW1099/18, SW1099/58, SW1099/56), a) 
view from north-west to south-east, b) detail of 
silo from south to north, c) square from south 
to north.

Fig. 9.3 Sherd collection/convolute card K150 with 
photo, scale approx. 1:2.

Fig. 9.4 a)  a/ii-n/12, pl. 6, view from north-west to south-
east SW1097/41–42. b) A/II-n/13, pl. 7, view 
from east to west SW1117/62. c) a/ii-o/12, pl. 
7, view from south-west corner towards north-
east SW1176/8. d) a/ii-o/12, pl. 7, view from 
south towards north, SW1176/4. e) a/ii-o/13, 
pl. 6, view towards the south, cairo archive.

Fig. 9.5 reg.no 2477, dipper juglet surface severely 
eroded, drawn and photographed by B. Bader, 
courtesy of KhM.

Fig. 9.6 Schematic plan of Phase G/3, compiled by B. 
Bader, graphic execution n. Math.






